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How much do you get and when? What about President Trump's opposition? It's certainly something to celebrate, and that you've already figured out which retirement income is a great start. Americans can receive family benefits in a few situations, including if they are widowed or widowed or in their 60s or older;
divorced spouse from a marriage lasting 10 years who did not remarry before the age of 60; or widow or widow at any age caring for the child of the deceased under the age of 16. The interests of spouses can be very confusing, said Kate Gregory, a financial planner and president of Gregory Advisors Inc. As a spouse,
you are entitled to 50% of your husband's primary insurance benefit, which she would receive during her full retirement age (FRA, which in her case is 66), but she has had to do the benefits before you can do so. Analysts prefer companies that supply electric car manufacturers or develop technology to support
infrastructure and autonomous driving. FEATURE This article is a snippet of Barron's 10 favorite shares in 2021. Click here to see the full list. (AAPL) has been a juggernaut in 2020. Its shares have risen 74%, to $128 last time, on the way to the world's leading $2.Investor's Business DailyDow Jones future: As the stock
market rally stalls near the peaks, Apple stands out, while Microsoft takes shape. Taiwan Semi and Qualcomm are big cap stocks to look at. Beijing is aimed at the e-commerce giant and its founder. Regulators are also likely to go after other companies. He's demanding $2,000 in payments, but Congress has said no.
Ohio State's teachers' retirement system reduced Apple and Tesla shares in the third quarter and bought more shares of investors in GM and Alibaba.As looking into an uncertain year, one thing stock analysts seem certain is that we will be more market volatility in 2021.Investor's Business DailyLockheed Martin stock
forms a base when the defense giant buys a top developer of space and missile technology. HELP ME RETIRE Dear MarketWatch, I'm 60 years old and I recently lost my 20-year-old job. Given my age and the current economic climate, I will look at the possibility of retiring, at least from full-time work. Investor's
Business DailySupercharged Nio stock taps demand for electric cars. This is how the basics and technical analysis tell us about buying Nio shares now. Billionaire Elon Musk said it's impossible to take Tesla Inc. private now, even if he wanted to spend more time on innovation. Tesla's public company's missions are a
much bigger factor, but going into privacy is now impossible (a sigh), Musk said in response to a tweet saying he should optimize his time innovation. Engineering, design and general enterprise activities absorb the majority of my opinion &amp; are a fundamental limitation constraint Shares included in the S&amp;P 500
index this week have increased eightfold this year ahead of the benchmark gauge increase. The win is double that of the next best performer on the meter. The share price jump also created millionaires among its investors, pushing Musk's net worth by $132.2 billion to $159.7 billion, making him the second richest
person in the world, according to the Bloomberg Billionaires Index. Bloomberg Wealth: The Tesla Investors Who Are Now MillionairesMusk also said Starlink, SpaceX's budding space internet business, would likely be a candidate in his group to go public when its revenue growth becomes reasonably predictable ,
repeating similar comments from the company's president to investors earlier this year. Space Exploration Technologies Corp. has already launched more than 240 satellites to build the stark, President Gwynne Shotwell said at a private investor event in February. The listing would allow investors to buy one of the most
promising operations in a tight-company company. At the moment we are a private company, but Starlink is the right kind of business that we can continue and disclose, he said at the time. Investors have so far had limited ways of owning part of SpaceX, which has become one of the most respected venture capitalists in
the United States by dominating the commercial rocket industry. In addition to NASA's contract for its next-generation Starship spacecraft, which could land astronauts on the Moon in 2024, SpaceX also has a contract with a Japanese entrepreneur for a private flight around the Moon in 2023. And it is ready to launch its
first Starship flight to Mars in 2026, Musk said earlier this month. For more articles like this, visit bloomberg.comSubscribe now to stay ahead with the most reliable corporate news source.©2020 Bloomberg L.P.Investor's Business DailyExxon Mobil has prioritized maintaining its dividend while oil prices remain low. Is
Exxon's stock a good buy? I can easily live on a budget of $60,000 (including taxes), but often it's less. Health insurance is probably one of the most important – if not the most crucial – attention you need to make before you leave your job. Investor's Business DailyGE's U-turn is winning over more believers on Wall
Street, and the Boeing 737 Max will soon return to service. Is buying GE's stock right now? A week ago last Thursday, Deribit made news by introducing a phone call and putting options at a strike price of $100,000. Two ARK funds received huge inflows on Wednesday, surpassed only by the much larger SPDR
S&amp;P 500 ETF. The decade-old battery manufacturer went public by merging with SPAC in November. Since then, its position has risen considerably. Why is it a little Investor's Business DailyAh, Carnival. The name conjures smiles. And a cruise. cruise. have continued their journeys. Is this a good time or a bad time
to invest in carnival? Crime never pays. Especially in Texas. And especially in El Paso. The Sun City was the lowest overall crime rate in the United States in 2012. However, if you or someone you know is one of the unlucky few who have been arrested and charged with a crime in El Paso County, FindLaw has
information that can help. With arrests taking place in so many different situations, it is difficult to accurately predict what will happen. This article provides general information about what to expect in a wide range of criminal cases in El Paso. Arrest If you've been arrested either at the scene or through an arrest warrant,
you've probably spoken with blue men and women from the El Paso Police Department, the El Paso County Sheriff's Department or the Texas Highway Patrol. Unlike the rogue cops you may have seen on TV, cops have to follow some ground rules during an arrest. If they fail to follow these procedures, it could
jeopardize the prosecution's case against you. Miranda's warnings and prison You should read your Miranda rights: You have the right to remain silent. You have the right to an attorney. Anything you say can and will be used against you in court... Then the police have two options: take you to jail for a reservation or
release you with a promise to show up later. If you go to jail in El Paso, plan to spend quality time in a downtown prison or prison supplement. If you're a victim of crime and want to know the status of a prisoner, there's a system in Texas called VINE. It is a statewide service through which victims of crime can access a
phone or internet to search for information at their offender's custody station and to register to receive a phone and email notification when the offender's custody status changes. The VINE toll-free number is 877-894-8463. Sending bail If you want to go home, you will either be released on your own security or you will
have to set off the warranties. Bail is money you have to pay to the courts to be released from prison pending trial. You usually need to put in 10% of the bail that a judge sets in your case to get out. Bringing charges In front of your first-time judge, you're under consideration for charges. The judge will advise you on your
criminal charges, ask if you have a lawyer or whether you want a court-appointed lawyer, inquire about how you plead to the charges (most people plead not guilty at this point), decide whether to change the original amount of the guarantees, and then set a timeline for future court dates. What happens next depends on
whether it is a misdemeaner or a crime. Infringements are divided into three separate categories, from A to C, and A is They are not as serious as criminals, but remember that a conviction or a guilty plea can be. Be. your career and your freedom. If you are a non-citizen, the violation may also affect your immigration
status. Common El Paso offenses include intoxicated driving, possession of illegal drugs and certain types of theft, just a few just a few checks. The maximum penalty you face if convicted is up to one year in prison and a $4,000 fine. Some offences result in additional penalties, such as mandatory counselling or
substance abuse class. Your case is ready for a hearing in which the district attorney and your attorneys will talk to the judge about the case and try to reach a resolution. If they can't, you go to court. The jury will decide whether you're guilty or not guilty. If the jury finds you not guilty, the case ends and you can walk free.
If the jury can't decide, it's called a hung jury, and the district attorney may be able to try the case again later. If you're convicted, the judge will pass your sentence. Aggravated cases Criminals are very serious cases with very serious consequences, including time in prison and significant consequences for the rest of
your life. El Paso criminals range from reckless injury to child, kidnapping, robbery or murder. Texas has five categories of crimes with sentences ranging from 180 days to imprisonment and the death penalty. The jury is investigating criminal cases as a pre-trial prosecution. Grand Jury The Grand Jury is a screening
board of individuals selected from the community for six months to review cases to determine whether there is a probable cause that someone has committed the crime for which they are accused. If the jury finds a probable cause, they'll make a real indictment. The case is then ordered to stand trial. If the jury gives no
bill, the case ends. Prosecutors have the right to present a case to another grand jury if someone does not make a bill, but that is rare, and is usually only invoked in cases that have garnered media attention. Prosecution negotiations and pretrial hearings The next stage of the crime is the pretrial hearing. The district
attorney and defense attorney can gather in the judge's room to discuss your case and sometimes make a deal. The pretrial hearing allows your lawyer to collect information from the prosecution, examine the evidence and possibly resolve your case without trial. It is also an opportunity to make important motions
challenging the prosecution's case. Trial If you go to trial, the district attorney must prove your guilt beyond a reasonable doubt. You are entitled to a jury trial in which 12 randomly selected members of the community decide your guilt or innocence. Both the prosecution and the defense are presenting evidence.
Remember, you can't be forced to testify. If finds you guilty, the judge sentences you. In criminal cases, there can be serious, serious, impact on your life. You have options and rights. It may be a good idea if you are charged with a crime, especially a serious crime, to consider hearing a local criminal lawyer. Lawyer.
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